Flex is a leader in designing and building groundbreaking technology that is transforming how the world moves. We collaborate with our customers and partners to transform ideas into intelligent solutions across multiple global industries – servers, 5G, health, consumer products, and beyond.

With the challenging new ecosystem of autonomous and connected cars, the need for breakthrough technologies has never been greater. This mobility revolution requires a unique clarity of vision, proven technical expertise, and dedication on a global scale.

Flex Automotive Solutions is prepared for any challenge. Our access to innovation will give you a head start, our focused design capabilities will make sure you stay ahead, and our endless manufacturing experience will ensure you succeed. Imagine what we can do, together.

**AUTONOMY**
Advancing the transition to autonomy through decades of server and automotive expertise

**CONNECTIVITY**
Enabling seamless automotive connections using knowledge from across the connected ecosystem

**ELECTRIFICATION**
Improving vehicle efficiency, power transfer, and power storage at a competitive cost

**SMART TECH**
Enhancing the automotive consumer experience with innovative cross-industry smart solutions

Flex Automotive Solutions

- **Employees**: 14,000+
- **Sites**: 35+
- **Countries**: 15+
- **Revenue**: $3 billion
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**Design**

**Concept Design**
- Conceptualize, design and test ideas through co-innovation.

**Prototype Creation**
- Rapidly prototype to shorten the distance to a viable, quality product.

**Advanced Engineering**
- Access to core technologies, design engineers, testing and accredited labs.

**Develop**

**Intellectual Property Protection**
- Safeguard your developments with the highest levels of security.

**New Product Introduction**
- Expertise and visibility to help identify opportunities and foresee challenges.

**Advanced Manufacturing**
- Six Sigma operations utilizing state-of-the-art automation, robotics and virtual/augmented reality.

**Deliver**

**Global Expansion**
- Global presence and regional trade regulations, taxes and duties expertise.

**Active Supply Chain, Distribution & Logistics**
- Real-time information around development, fulfillment, forward and reverse logistics.